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President’s Letter 

John Gierach: We’re proud that this is a sport to which  
lives are dedicated. We say “dedicated”, 

 others say “wasted” or even “pissed away”. 
 
I’m off to Almanor this AM so this is a short one. 
 
NEW MEMBERS: We have several new members: Margo Anderson, 
Donna Evenson, Gregg Schallen & Art Wells. We look forward to 
getting to know you and spending some time on the water with 
you in the near future. 
 
Speaking of new members--or any member new to the sport--we are in the process of preparing an 
“Introduction to Fly Fishing” class that will be available to all members.  The class will consist of 3 
sessions: 1) Equipment, clothing, knots & safety 2) casting 3) tying your first fly and a final exam 
where we’ll go fishing and hopefully catch a fish or two.  More info on this later. 
 
SWCFFF FAIRE: See additional info below about the Faire. If you are interested in going and/or 
volunteering let me know. 5 members of our club will be teaching a beginning fly fishing class on 
Saturday morning. Hope to see more of you there. 
 
SPECIAL ECHO SWITCH ROD RAFFLE STATUS: We have a 10’10” 6 weight. This is a very versatile 
rod and uses 8 weight lines. We will sell 40 raffle tickets at $10 each and pick a winner. Tickets 
will be sold at the meeting or by mail; first come, first served. WE WANT TO DRAW THE WINNING 
TICKET AT THE 8/4 PICNIC HOWEVER ONLY 18 TICKETS HAVE BEEN SOLD TO DATE. 
 
FEDERATION OF FLY FISHERS AND THE SOUTHWEST COUNCIL: I am surprised at how few 
members of our club are members of FFF. Compared to TU & Cal Trout, FFF’s primary goal is 
supporting clubs like ours. With our increased involvement and participation in the SWC (i.e. Fly 
Fishing Faire in Mammoth in Sept, Club Tournament on the Kern in Nov.) you might find 
membership in FFF something you might consider. (See additional info below.) 
 
JULY MEETING:  Thanks to Mark Shelton, Dean Wendt from Cal Poly will be our guest speaker. This 
should be a very interesting program. (See additional info below.) 
 

(Continued…) 

Andy Harrison, Editor (aharrison99@att.net)                              http://www.santaluciaflyfishers.com   
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SAVE THE DATES: July 5th: Fly tying 6:30PM SLO Odd Fellows Hall Mike Powers tying a R.A.M.  
July 7th: Halibut fishing at PSL. See below. Contact Bernard Pieters. 
July 12th: Board of Directors meeting 5PM at Marriott. 6:30 General meeting at Margie’s featuring 
Dean Wendt. See below.  
July 13thrd-15th: Stanislaus & Walker River outing. Contact Mark Shelton. 
Aug 4th: Annual picnic & halibut fishing at PSL. See below. 
Aug 9th: NO MEETING THIS MONTH. 
KERN RIVER OUTING CHANGE IN DATES: So as not to run in to the crowds at the Kernville car show 
we’ve changed the dates from Oct 12th-14th to Oct 5th-7th. Guy Jeans is going to do his session 

on fly fishing the Kern Saturday morning and this will be a good opportunity to get ready for 
the SWCFFF inter club tournament in November. Contact Lew Leichter. 

 

 

Thursday July 12th, 2012 at 6:30pm 

Margie’s Diner, 1575 Calle Joaquin, SLO 

 
Guest Speaker-Dean Wendt, director, Center for Coastal Marine Sciences at Cal Poly. 
 

PROGRAM: Making the right connections: A case study of how scientists, 
managers and fishermen are working together to improve management of 

California’s ocean resources. 
 

California recently completed the designation of a new network of marine 
protected areas (MPAs) along its 800-mile coastline.  The process of doing so 
was complex and controversial, and it has been heralded as a landmark event 
in marine resource management and conservation.  For the past five years, 
Dean Wendt has been working closely with scientists, managers, and fishermen 
to develop and implement monitoring protocols to understand the impact of 
California’s MPAs on nearshore species of fish.  His seminar will focus on 1) the 
benefits of collaboration and having fishermen participate in scientific research, 2) a review of 
data that scientists and fishermen have collected to address the impact of MPAs on nearshore fish 
species, and 3) how their data are being used to improve fisheries management for California and 
our nation. 
 
Dean Wendt is a professor and acting director at the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences at 
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. His research and teaching focuses on 
marine ecology and conservation. He is the founding director of the San Luis Obispo Science and 
Ecosystem Alliance (SLOSEA), an organization of scientists, stakeholders, and resource managers 
working together on improving management of California’s marine resources. He served for two 
years on the Master Plan Science Advisory Team as part of the MLPA, and he currently serves on the 
Executive Committee of the Morro Bay National Estuary Program and on the board of the Central 
and Northern California Ocean Observing System (CeNCOOS).   
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When: Saturday August 4th, 2012 
Time: Lunch is served at 12 noon. 
Location: Between Avila Beach and Port  
San Luis in the area of Fisherman’s Beach. 
Look for the bright red SLFF banner. 
It’s a Santa Maria BBQ: Tri-tip Beef, Beans, Salsa,  
Beverages, and etc. will be provided by SLFF. 
 
Members and guests should bring a Pot Luck dish: 
A – H Appetizers or Hors D’oeuvers 
I – P Salads 
Q – Z Desserts 
 
Fee: $5.00 each $10.00 per family 
Raffle: There will be a special raffle after the BBQ (around 1:00 pm).  
Beach Gear: Bring your own umbrella, chairs, sunscreen, etc. 

 
Halibut Fishing: Those that want to come early and fish are 
encouraged. The club has 2 halibut outfits; contact Bernard or Peter 
to borrow one. Low tide is at 6:15 am at –0.1 feet and High tide is at 
12:43 pm at 4.3 feet so we will be fishing an incoming tide. For those 
that want to fish let’s meet in the parking lot at the Port San Luis 
Pier. Best times should be between 7 and 11. Bring a 6 to 8 weight 
rod and reel that is corrosion free. The recommended fly line is an 
intermediate slow sink max 2 in. per sec. or a floating line. Leaders 
and tippets should be 9 to 11 feet including 6 feet of 8 to 10 lb. 
tippet. The flies of choice are Clousers in a variety of colors depending on water clarity in size 4 to 
6 hooks. Wear waders with a safety belt. Footwear should be booties, sandals or old tennis shoes. 
Don’t wear your good fresh water wading boots because the salt will ruin them. It’s also a good 
idea to wear a rain/wading/kayak jacket to protect your upper body from the waves. For your 
safety sun glasses, sun block and a hat are a must. We’ll be in the harbor and pontoon or kick boats 
can add to an enjoyable morning.  
 
We will be contacting members to volunteer to help at the BBQ or for questions on the fishing call 
Bernard at 489-3085 or bpieters@aol.com. Please RSVP to Sheri Bryant at 474-8950 or 
SPNB@aol.com. 

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU WILL BE JOINING US  
BY JULY 22ND SO WE KNOW HOW MUCH FOOD TO BUY. 
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Sept. 13-16  CLASSES, FREE SEMINARS LISTED 
FOR FIRST MAMMOTH FLY FISHING FAIRE 

 
A jam-packed dawn-to-dusk schedule of fly-fishing classes, free seminars and 

activities is on tap for the Southwest Council Federation of Fly Fishers’ first 

Fly Fishing Faire, Sept. 13-16 in Mammoth Lakes.   

 

Headquartered at Cerro Coso Community College, 101 College Parkway in Mammoth, the Faire will be a 

potpourri of the sport with clinics, workshops, films, casting, fly-tying, vendor displays and every aspect of 

the sport utilizing both the school and nearby Eastern Sierra waters.  Adult admission is $10 with children 

and teens age 16 and under admitted free.  One admission is good for all Faire days.   

  

Some workshops and seminars will be included in the Faire admission; other classes have separate 

registration or instructor and materials fees. Hours are Thurs., 2-5; Fri., 8-5; Sat.; 8-5; and Sun., 9-3. 

 

Featured film presentation will be The International Fly Fishing Film Festival (IF4), 13 short and feature 

length films – about two hours – produced by professional and amateur filmmakers from all corners of the 

globe, showcasing the passion, lifestyle and culture of fly-fishing.  

 

Effective July 1, all registration, class, film and seminar information is available 

at www.regonline.com/flyfishingfaire 
  

A partial listing of seminars, classes and instructional sessions includes – 

Thurs., Sept. 13  Fish the Walker River in Bridgeport with Walker River Outfitters’ Andrew Sears and Scott 

Freeman.  Intermediate casting ability required.  Bring waders. 

Fri., Sept. 14   Casting: Fix your back-cast and resulting forward cast.  Instructor Tim Lawson. 

Casting: Presentation and accuracy.  FFF Certified Casting Instructor Paul Riegert.  Some experience 

preferred.  

Entomology: Hosted by Dave Parker. General introduction to the four most important orders of insects 

(mayflies, caddis, stoneflies, chironomids), including life cycles and key identifying characteristics. 

Bus Tour:  Mammoth to Bodie Ghost Town.  An up-close and personal taste of the Eastern Sierra’s scenic and 

historic treasures north of Mammoth Lakes with an extended visit at Bodie State Historic Park. 

On The Water:   Beginning fly-fishing hosted by Sierra Pacific Fly Fishers. The basic casts needed in fly-

fishing; both classroom and on-stream instruction.  

On The Water:  Intro to fly-fishing with spinning gear.  Instructor Chad St. John demonstrates how to use 

spinning gear to fly-fish using dry flies and nymphs. 

On The Water:  Fishing Crowley Lake and other still waters with instructor and longtime guide Ernie Gulley. 

On The Water: A four hour course teaching how to quickly identify insects and tie simple but effective 

patterns to match the hatch. Instructor Steven McGrath.  

On The Water:  Upper Owens Techniques.  Instructors are guides Otis Hein, Brad McFall and Dave Neal. 

Students will rotate through three stations – dry flies, nymphs and streamers.    

Tying:  Small flies for spring creeks with Dave Parker, former education coordinator of the Deep Creek Fly 

Fishers. 

Tying:  Extended body flies with Naomi Okamoto, Pasadena Casting Club.  Intermediate to advanced tiers. 

 

(continued next page…) 

http://www.regonline.com/flyfishingfaire
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Sat., Sept. 15  Casting:  Women only with FFF Certified Casting Instructor Kathy Kim.  

Casting:  Improving distance.   Simple techniques that will add another 10-feet.  Instructor Dok Arvanites.  

Casting:  Instructor Joe Libeu teaches the Double Haul.  

Electrofishing Hot Creek  with DFG staff from DFG’s Heritage & Wild Trout Program. Free Seminar.   

Fly-fishing the Eastern Sierra, Bishop to Bridgeport with guide and Hot Creek Ranch manager Kevin 

Peterson. Free Seminar.    

Fly-fishing Hot Creek  with Kevin Peterson. From line, flies, techniques to seasons. Free Seminar.   

High Mountain Lakes  with the DFG’s Mitch Lockhart. Free Seminar.   

Non-fishing:  Beginning digital photography with instructor/pro photographer Michael Miller, California State 

University, Northridge; and Pasadena Casting Club.  

Techniques:  Build your own leaders.  Includes required materials. Instructor is Hot Creek and Eastern Sierra 

guru Mas Okui, Sierra Pacific Flyfishers.  

Rod Building:  Build your own fly rod (including materials)  with instructor Chiaki Harami. Class includes 

lunch at the college. Minimum of 4 students. 

Bus Tour:  Mammoth to Bishop and points in between including Convict Lake, site of the infamous 1870s 

shootout between prison escapees and a sheriff’s posse. 

On The Water:  Fish Crowley Lake with guide/instructor Ernie Gulley.  

On The Water.  Beginning Fly Fishing with the Fly Fishers of Orange County.  Classroom and on-stream inst.  

On The Water:  Better line mending with Granite Stanley and Cog McNeil, of The Troutfitter in Mammoth. 

Intermediate to advanced. 

On The Water:  Strategies for Fishing in the Wind with Cog McNeil, of The Troutfitter in Mammoth.  

Techniques and strategies to overcome the Eastern Sierra’s most common and challenging weather 

conditions 

Conservation:  Hot Creek Kiosk Dedication.  Erected by CalTrout in 1993, the kiosk is a local landmark and 

serves to educate the general public about the basic principles of fly-fishing and conservation. It had fallen 

into disrepair.  Rehabilitation and refurbishing spearheaded by volunteers from Aguabonita Fly Fishers.  

Sun., Sept. 16  On The Water:  Beginning fly-fishing.  Taught by Santa Lucia Fly Fishers.  Both  classroom 

and on-stream locations. On The Water:  Fishing Hot Creek with Mas Okui. An experience not to be missed.   

On The Water: Mending strategies and techniques for nymphing, dry flies and streamers with Kern River 

guide Guy Jeans. Learn stack mending, the reach cast, wiggle cast, pile cast, curve cast or just learning 

where to move or mend your line during moving currents to get a better or natural drift. 

On The Water:  Strategies for fishing in the wind with Cog McNeil of The Troutfitter in Mammoth.  

 

Besides the virtual non-stop four day homage to fly-fishing, there will also be golf, 

spa sessions and other activities for the entire family! 
   

For lodging and camping information and Special Faire Rates, contact: 

 Convict Lake Resort.  Jen Heintzelman, marketing@convictlake.com; 760-934-3800 x 46. 

 Creekside Inn (Bishop).  Jena Kautto, jkautto@westerninns.net; 360-719-1761. 

 Snowcreek Resort (Mammoth).  John Morris, jmorris@snowcreekresort.com; 760-934-3333. 

 Double Eagle Resort (June Lake).  Sharon Harvey, sharon@snowcreekathleticclub.com; 760-934-8511. 

 Adventures in Camping (Regional).  Ryne Dore, rdore@adventureincamping.com; 760-935-4890.  

 Alpenhof Lodge (Mammoth).  Stacy Schaubmayer, Stacy@alpenhof-lodge.com; 760-934-6330. 

 Crowley Lake Fish Camp (Crowley).  Abbie, crowleylakefishcamp@yahoo.com; 760-935-4301. 

 Travelodge (Mammoth).  Young Kim, ykq0713@yahoo.com, 760-934-8240. 

 Silver Lake Resort (June Lake).  Andrew Jones, silverlakeresortfamily@hotmail.com; 760-648-7525.  
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Summer Fly Tying – A Caddis Fly with a Personal Introduction! by Jim Crescenzi 

 
Mike Powers will lead the July fly tying, instructing us on tying the R.A.M. Caddis.  This will be an 
unusual session in that Mike received fly casting instruction from Ross A. Merigold, the inventor of 
the R.A.M. Caddis.  Although this fly goes back a few years, it is none the less effective.  I am 
certain that all the tyers who attend the July 5th (Thursday) session will enjoy the personal 
background Mike will provide on tying this pattern.  A quick internet search on thepattern and 
related patterns demonstrates that is has had quite a few copy cats since its invention.  Mike 
penned the following introduction to this session: 
 
This fly takes its name from the initials of the late Ross A. Merigold, outfitter and guide on the 
Madison River in Montana.  He originally developed this fly for Hot Creek, but it has taken many a 
trout throughout the West.  It has even been known to be effective on hatchery-raised trout!  
Strangely enough, it is found in very few fly catalogs; one of the few places the pattern appears in 
print (other than club newsletters!) is in Craig Matthews' Patterns of the Yellowstone. 
 
The R.A.M. Caddis is designed to imitate free-living caddis larvae, and is best fished near the 
bottom.  Fish it upstream, and let it drift without drag.  However, at times this fly is effective not 
on a dead-drift, but while being retrieved with short strips. 
 
You might wonder about the color ... A friend of Ross was once asked why the claret head, to 
which he answered "Didn't you know, Ross is color blind?"  Maybe so, but this fly is deadly!  
Additional colors have been used since the fly was originally designed -- such colors as brown and 
light olive are common, and occasionally a fluorescent pink! 
 

There will also be a fly tying session on 
August 2nd, to be led by Bernard Pieters, on 
the burlap steelhead fly.  This will be a 
timely session that will allow participants to 
prepare for the coming steelhead season. 
 
The June tying session was led by Jim 
Snodgrass, on tying an ant/beetle pattern.  
This was Jim’s specialized pattern, and the 
details of the procedure were very useful.  
The session was particularly popular, as ant 
and beetle patterns are well known to be 
effective on mountain streams during the 
summer season.  Some of the products of 
our session (plus extras supplied by Jim 
Snodgrass) are shown in the photo. 

 
Fresh Water Directors: 

 
Alex Beattie 

772-5694 
Rich Ch\\bon 

782-9193 

Fly Tying 
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Stanislaus & Walker Rivers/etc.  July 13-15 
Outing leaders--Alex Beattie & Mark Shelton 

 
Bill Sunderland calls the Hwy 108 corridor a fly 

fisher’s “bonanza”. He also thinks that the Wild Trout 
section of the middle Fork of the Stanislaus is the best 
water on the West side of the Sierra’s. We agree! Join us 
as we fish the Middle and South forks of the Stan and the 
Beardsley Afterbay.  

The South and Middle Forks of the Stan below 
Beardsley Reservoir have a lot of pocket water, some of 
which is tough to get to. Please come with wading boots 
and a wading staff. Nymphing with classic 14-16 caddis or 
mayfly imitations probably will work best but we expect 
to see a caddis hatch in the afternoon. The Middle, 
Clarks and South Forks above Beardsley offer easy access 
for planted trout but you may encounter some power baiters.  The Beardsley Afterbay fishes very 
well from a flotation device but shore access is also 
possible in a few spots. It is known for large but smart 
Browns and Bows. I prefer to fish a streamer of some type 
below or a terrestrial on top. Mark is an expert at this 
and he will share his knowledge with you on flies and 
tactics. 

 If things get slow, we get bored or we decide to 
stay longer, we may adventure over the Sonora Pass and 
give the East or West Walker a try.  

We will be staying at the Fraser Flat Campground 
(see map) which is 3 miles W of 108 about 8 miles above 
Long Barn. Camping is on a first come first served basis 
but we expect to get up there on Thursday or early Friday and will reserve a camping spot if you 
give us notice. We will do some type of special dinner Saturday night. The weather will probably be 
warm (90’s) during the day but will cool off nicely in the evening and at night. Plan on about a 5.5 
hr drive from SLO. There is a good fly shop called Sierra Anglers in Modesto which is not too much 
out of your way. There is also the best chilli verde burrito and nopales I have ever had at Don 
Juan’s on Crows Landing Road in Modesto. Give me (Alex) a call at 772-5694 or Mark at 459-7863 
for additional information.  --Alex Beattie 
 

HALIBUT OUTING Saturday, July 7th 

Outing leader--Bernard Pieters (489-3085) 
 
It's summer again! Which means better weather and warmer ocean water, bringing a variety of fish 
closer to the shore and within reach of your fly-rod. The halibut is the primary species that we, 
during this time of the year, can successfully focus on. Can you ask for anything better than halibut 
fishing in your backyard?  Don’t miss this opportunity!              (Continued…) 
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We had four years in a row of great 
halibut fishing with the exception of 
last year which was a poor one.  
Hopefully this year is the beginning of a 
new four year cycle of good fishing. For 
this season I plan to do just one pre- 
scheduled outing in July (instead of 3 
outings).  Then we have the BBQ in 
August, with the option of some halibut 
fishing.  With this open schedule, it will 
be easier to select the days to go 
fishing when the fish are biting.  I will 
do e-mail blast(s) when these 
opportunities occur. 

 
When: Saturday July 7. 

Location: Port San Luis Pier. 
Where to meet: Parking lot north of the San Luis Pier. 

Gear-up time: 7:45 AM 
Fishing time: 8:15 AM 

Low tide: 7:31 AM   0.35 ft 
High tide: 2:16 PM   4.63 ft 

Lines: Intermediate (max sink 2 ips) or floating line. (NO full sink lines) 
Leaders: 9-10 ft including 6 ft tippet, 8-10 lb. 
Flies: Clousers in a variety of colors (size 4-6) 

  
Gear: Waders, wading jacket, safety belt, booties, sandals.  Don't wear your fresh water wading 
boots: the salt will ruin them.  Sunglasses, sun-block, sun-hat.  Pontoons, kickboats, or kayaks can 
add to a more enjoyable fishing experience. 

If you have any questions don't hesitate to call or email me: 489 3085, bpieters@aol.com 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEW!   Upcoming Outing - Kings River at Cedar Grove  

Sept. 7-9  
Watch for an E-blast and article in September newsletter for more info.  —Alex Beattie 

 

An individual regular membership is $35.00 per year  
for 12 months (January through December).  

Enrollment after 1 July is $20.00 for the remainder of the year.  
 

To join, please download the Membership Form from our Website: 
http://santaluciaflyfishers.com/PDF/SLFF/App.pdf 

Send completed form with a check for dues to: 
Santa Lucia Fly Fishers 

c/o Secretary 
P.O. Box 166  

San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 

Come be part the fun!  We’d love to have you join us! 

 

  SLFF 
 Membership 

            Info 

http://santaluciaflyfishers.com/PDF/SLFF/App.pdf
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Hume Lake/Sequoia Creeks  by Alex Beattie 

 

Seven SLFF members and two of their mates 
participated in the Hume Lake/Sequoia Creeks outing 
from June 7 to June 11. We all stayed in adjoining 
campsites at Stony Creek and shared advice, critiques, 
fish stories and a few brews.  We also managed to test 
the waters on Stony Creek, Boulder Creek(?), Cabin 
Creek, Halsted Creek, the SF of the Kings river and the 
Marble Fork of the Kaweah River. We were able to catch 
trout of various sizes and species on all of these waters. 
We passed on Hume Lake this year due to reports--
perhaps false--of poor fishing conditions. The weather, 
campsites and camaraderie were great but the flow in 
several of the creeks was on the low side; however the 

flow in the South fork and Marble Fork were near 
perfect. Some of us demonstrated our eclectic 
interests by attending an outstanding presentation at 
the campsite on “Hawks and Other Raptors” and 
visiting the magnificent Sequoia groves. Two of the 
group dined at Wuksachi Lodge and reported a very 
satisfying experience. A fine dinner on Saturday of hot 
dogs, chili and salad was also enjoyed by all. The 
culinary delight of this meal was some venison sausage 
presented by the Sederberg’s. The trip coordinator is 
planning on offering this outing again next year but 
perhaps a bit earlier in the season.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Larry fishing the Marble Fork 

Art and Lew 
stalking skinny 

water 

     Wild 
     Sequoia 
     rainbow 

   Three of 
  “The Gang” 
   in camp 

Reminder: 
Don’t forget to send your fishing pics to Mark Shelton (mshelton@calpoly.edu)  

so he can include them in the Annual November Slideshow! 
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Manzanita Lake Outing Report by Bernard Pieters 
 

In this report, I would like to share with you some of the cold and 
hot moments at Manzanita, both physically and “fishely”.  We 
had hoped for some nice warm 75-80 degree days and 40 plus 
nights to make camping above 5000 feet more comfortable.   
It started out this way when Ray Belknap and his wife Pat arrived 
a few days earlier.  Ray had set up his own fishing plan for the 
lake.  The plan was to fish for seven days, every day with one 
sort of fly.  This was working for him pretty good some days, but 
on other days the fish were not so much in the mood to follow his 
plan.  On one of the few calm (no wind) mornings, Ray was again 
fishing with his one fly of the day.  He was using a self-tied sort 
of flash back pheasant tail.  I was fishing around him for a while 
and he had a blast of a day.  I saw Ray hooking and landing at 
least a dozen fish and having many more strikes all in maybe one 
hour’s time. 
     Larry Sederberg and his wife Maxine arrived the day before.  He started the morning late and was rowing 
out to us to join in the fun.  Ray gave him a few of his wonder flies and by noon time Larry was in the 
catching mood by landing three or four fish.  After a freezing night the morning was still cold till 9:30a.m.  
There were maybe five people at the lake and almost none of us had a bite before 10:30a.m..  After that 
time, Larry was experimenting with his self-tied oversized chronomite fly.  He was fishing at a depth over 10 
feet and had a bunch of strikes which resulted in many nice hookups.  Unfortunately, some fish were 
choosing the deeper cover of the weeds to break him off. 
      Bob Williams was fishing on one of the wintery afternoons we had experienced and had the surprise of 
his life.  He was fishing in the early afternoon (deep) with an intermediate sink line and a small streamer.  
At some time into the retrieve he grabbed for his hat (to prevent it from being blown into the water).  At 
the same time, a fish took his streamer fly and did a powerful run.  With 3x tippet on, Bob was able to drill 
the hard fighting fish to the surface (after a few minutes).  It was like a salmon and at least close to 30 
inches long.  Bob was reaching for his net (which was way too small) and lifted the 5 wt. rod into the air.  At 
the same time the monster fish took a brutal run into the deep and broke his rod in the middle.  A moment 
of disbelief flashed in his head.  Was this a dream or was it something (once in a lifetime) that just 
happened to me?  Yes, he lost a monster fish, but he won a dream of this unique moment at Manzanita he 
never will forget in his life.  Later in the afternoon, he did really well on the dry fly (p. adams) and hooked 
a lot of fish under stormy wind conditions.   
     Don McGeorge was tent camping close to our trailer site.  On one of those freezing cold nights, Don had 
to go to the restroom and accidentally got his foot got stuck on the floor of his tent.  He lost his balance and 
fell down flat on his chest in some mud.  The next morning Don had to deal with a sore pain in his ribs 
(hopefully nothing was broken).  Later in the morning, he was back on the lake and did very well with his 
pheasant tail setup by having at least a dozen-and-a-half strikes and landing half-a-dozen nice fish.  On the 
last evening, the lake was flat as a pool table and the fishing was abnormally slow despite the fact many fish 
were rising.  Just before dark, Don decided to go home and was reeling in his final cast with his dry fly 
skating over the water.  All of a sudden a big brown came out of nowhere and snapping the line and crushing 
the fly.  Don left happy and thankful of the scene, hoping he can come back next year to try him again. 
      Steven Soenke was joining us for two days.  Being on the lake for the first time, he was not jumping into 
fishing right away.  He took his rod and walked around the lake in search, hoping the lake would give to him 
some of its fishing secrets.  Both what he saw and the info he received from us made him ready to fish the 
lake.  I hope Steven is coming back next year to give it a serious try!                                        (Continued…) 

Ray with a nice Manzanita rainbow 
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 Martha and Todd Tose' arrived almost two days later than most of us.  Just after their arrival, they 
had dinner and went fishing on their pontoon boats.  Todd took his small dog with him and put him behind 
his seat in a small box.  The fishing was slow and the three of them enjoyed their first evening of the trip on 
a calm, ripple- free lake.  By sunset, the lake’s surface became black.  All of a sudden, Todd heard a 
splash a little less significant than a whale behind his boat.  The dog had jumped out of his box into the 
water, mistakenly thinking that the black surface was solid ground to walk on and the boat ride was over for 
him.   The dog was swimming around just like a super-giant skating fly with his two ears sticking out of the 
water.  Todd couldn't believe what he saw; he grabbed the poor confused thing and pulled it out of the 
water back to safety.  After this ordeal, Todd and Martha decided to cancel all near-future dog rides while 
fishing.  The next morning, they were back on the lake.  Todd had Martha geared up with a floating line and 
a p. adams with a pt. dropper nymph.  Martha had at least 15 strikes, all on the dropper, and landed her 
first over-half-dozen trout at Manzanita with some fish tipping at 17 inches.  Todd was fishing a floating line 
with a 15 ft. leader and a callibaetis cripple with a pt. dropper nymph.  During Martha's successful fishing 
time he had almost no bites or hookups.  After changing flies to the same combination he had set up for 
Martha, the bite was on.  He had a lot of strikes with at least a dozen hookups.  In the afternoon, Todd 
couldn't resist going back fishing for a few hours.  He put on (just like Bob) a p. adams, but changed it now 
and then to a callibaetis cripple.  The blowing wind (20 mph) was making casting difficult, but casts around 
20-30 ft. were enough to catch the fish.  The heavy choppy water was giving the needed protection for the 
fish to take the fly so close by.  This moment was one of the most productive times Todd ever experienced 
in over 15 years on this lake.  Unbelievable but true, he got at least 50 grabs and lost count after landing 
over 3 dozen fish.  After fighting the wind and catching so many fish, Todd decided to call it a day, was 
ready for a good dinner, and a unique fish story for Martha. 
     Christine and I arrived in Manzanita on Friday at noon.  I couldn't resist going fishing my first evening.  
Even the storm clouds were predicting nothing good.  At 7:15 pm I was rowing and had the lake for myself.  I 
started with a long 16 ft. leader and a 5x fluro tippet on a floating line and a pheasant tail nymph size 16.  I 
was immediately into the bite fishing over 3-4 ft. shallow weed beds.  After a bunch of strikes and close to a 
dozen hookups, I changed to my late evening fly at 8 pm.  I used a black and purple seal bugger size 10 on a 
floating line with an 11 ft. leader and 3x flouro tippet. Normally the fish take this approach of fishing after 
the sun is totally off the water.  But this time the heavy clouds were doing me a favor.  The browns were 
intercepting my fly almost every 2-3 casts.  With this type of 
fishing technique, you have a lot of missed strikes so I was 
happy with over half-a-dozen hookups.   At 9:15 p.m. the storm 
clouds could no longer keep it in and it began to rain.  It was 
time to call it a day and go back to the trailer where Christine 
had made a good dinner for me.  Christine was not in a hurry to 
fish Manzanita, knowing what so many new fishermen (and 
women) had experienced in the past.  She kept her powder dry 
for Lake Almanor where I had planned some fishing days for 
her.  The women had a great time together on their own terms 
and interests and enjoyed the moments to the fullest in this 
unique place.   
      To conclude, some statements can be made: 
First - The weather extremes had--to a certain degree--a substantial influence on the times of fish feeding 
behavior. 
Second - There were a lot of fish actively feeding during particular hours of the day.  
Third - We had many more strikes per day than in the last five years or longer. 
Fourth - The catch rate (for some of us) was more than double or even triple than in the last five years or 
longer. 
Fifth - The average fish caught was on average smaller than the years before. 
Sixth - Everyone had their great moments when it was really clicking for them. 
Thank you Manzanita for the great moments that you gave us!  We are already dreaming for next year to 
come again! 

Our last evening get together 
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Hosted by Madeline Protsman 
and her helper George, our 
Almanor outing (held June 27-
30th) was a huge success!  
 
Members and spouses enjoyed 
great weather, a wonderful rib 
BBQ and lots of fishing in places 
too numerous to mention.  
 
To quote George “There are so 
many more new quality places 
to fish in the Almanor basin, 
plan to join us in 2013.” 
 
Special thanks to Tom Maumoynier 

www.almanorflyfishing.com for his daily updates on where to go 
and what to use.  
 
The “new quality place” this year was Mc Coy Reservoir where 
several of us had a marvelous day catching large healthy 
rainbows, browns and one very large brook trout. Our 5 weights 
were constantly being bent; the go-to flies were Jay Fair’s 

Wiggle Tails and a seal 
bugger. 
 
Attending were 
Madeline and George 
Protsman, Pat and Ray 
Belknap, Judy and Rich 
Chubon, Iris and Ted 
Jacobson, Mike Kohle, Lew Leichter, Mike Littlejohn, Bob 
Masoka, Don McGeorge, Christine and Bernard Pieters, 
Maxine and Larry Sederberg, Mark Shelton, Steve Sonke & 
Peter Van Hest.   

LAKE ALMANOR OUTING REPORT by Lew Leichter 

George and Madeline Lew with McCoy ‘bow 

McCoy 24 incher 

Father Lew blessing Don 

http://www.almanorflyfishing.com/
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Gear Tip from Dave 

One of flyfishing’s minor irritants is when strung-up rods become entangled while 
transporting them in your car.  You know the routine:   
You (and perhaps a friend) rig up to fish one section of a river or a particular 
pond.  When you’re done (having caught so many fish that your arm needs a 
rest), rather than completely breaking the rods down and re-rigging them at the 
next stop, you put them back into the car fully strung-up, carefully laying them 
on top of whatever camping, lunch, clothing or other gear is already there.  You 
hop into the car into waders and boots and move on to the next spot. 

When you get there, you haul the rods out again.   
Or try to, but at least half the time lines on the rods have become entangled with each other 

(trying to reproduce and make little rods?) and/or in the gear already in the car. 
I’ve not done the math on this, but it seems that if it’s one rod involved, the chances of 

tangling on some gear are about 10%; with two rods, the odds of entanglement between the rods 
and/or other gear are about 40% and with three or more rods the odds are about 80%.  Whatever 
the numbers are, it’s a royal pain, with everybody looking at the last guy to put his rod in as if it’s 
his sole fault! 

Since most of us own more than one rod (and may want to rig one rod for dries and another for 
nymphs or streamers), and often go fishing with a friend or two, it seems like an unavoidable 
problem, but it’s not. 

So, what’s the solution? 
Well, you could break and re-case down the rods each time.  That works beautifully to avoid 

tangles, but it’s a lot of trouble if you’re fishing 4 or 5 spots in the course of a day.  You could also 
buy and use an interior rod roof rack for the vehicle.  This works pretty well, but involves some 
expense (about $130) and can obstruct your rear vision, perhaps in violation of DMV regs. 

Alternatively, you could use an exterior rod rack (see http://rodmounts.com/ for some good 
examples) but they can block forward vision, can cost $50 - $150 and I’ve never felt secure leaving 
a rod outside my car when I have lunch in a restaurant somewhere. 

Or, my choice, you could use an inexpensive soft rod cover from at least two different 
suppliers, at about $8 - $10 each. 

These rod covers are primarily designed to cover spinning and bait casting rods, but come in 
lengths up to 8 ½ feet, adequate for most of my flyfishing rods, while leaving the reel exposed.  
Think of them as rod condoms. 

While they won’t provide the protection of a hard-sided rod case, with care they seem to be 
perfectly adequate for avoiding tangles in the car or even for storing strung-up rods in your closet 
or garage, and solve the problem by covering nearly all of the exposed line. 

I use the rod covers from Rod Slicks (the black one for spinning gear- it goes to 8 ½ feet), but 
the Cabela’s ones, which I haven’t tried (Cabela’s uses different materials and shock cord to 
connect to the reel), may work equally well. 

Here’s a photo of the Rod Slick™ versions, the ones I use: 
The Rod Slicks and the Cabela’s versions can be found at 

these websites: 
http://clamoutdoors.com/rod_slick/rodslick-category1.html 
www.cabelas.com (search for “rod covers”) 

 
Tight lines, and keep out of those tangles!   
© 2012 David E. Holmes   
 

http://rodmounts.com/
http://clamoutdoors.com/rod_slick/rodslick-category1.html
http://www.cabelas.com/
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2012 Officers, Directors, & Committees 
Officers            Directors   
President  Lew Leichter                   Bernard Pieters, Craig Kincaid,        
Vice President  Art Chapman                 Jim Creszenzi, Ted Pope, 
Secretary  Sheri Bryant                Ron Bryant, Mark Shelton, 
Treasurer  Nick Boche              Andy Harrison 
 

Committees 
Conservation  Ron Bryant, Doug Daniels  Education  David Holmes 

Membership  Mark Shelton    Rod Building  Mike Powers, Rich Chubon 
Newsletter  Andy Harrison, Ted Pope  Casting  Bernard Pieters, Eric Sherar 
Website  Craig Kincaid     Fly Tying  Jim Crescenzi, Rich Chubon 
Programs  Rich Chubon, Mark Shelton  Banquet & BBQ Sheri & Ron Bryant   
Outings, Salt Water Andy Malavos, Mike Hildenbrand Raffle   David Holmes, Lew Leichter 
Outings, Fresh Water  Alex Beattie, Rich Chubon  Library   Rich Pavlich              
SWCFFF Coordinator   Lew Leichter 
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